
FEATURES:

1. Medical Record
Avesina is featured with the ICD & ICPM standard for 
medical record file management, social data 
recording, and morbidity data.

2. Patient Service
Avesina manages patient services, such as patient 
medical records, outpatient, inpatient, surgical 
installation, nutrition, and registration.

3. Inventory & Distribution
Avesina supports pharmacy data, schedules pharmacy 
price updates, monitors the inventory and stock 
distribution, and classifies selling prices. 

4. Accounting & Finance
Avesina supports budget system by managing 
transaction records, Account Receivable & Payable 
Management, giro management, and financial reports, 
such as journal, ledger, balance, profit & loss.

5. Registration & Billing
Avesina manages registration, queue, appointment, 
billing and cashier.

 
6. Human Resources

Avesina manages Human Resources and training from 
schedule, attendance to payroll.

A hospital management system to manage business process, reporting, and managerial hospitals from 

front office (registration, patient services) to back office (medical warehouse, staff, and accounting 

management) in real-time, transparent, and accountable.

BENEFITS :

1. Simple Design
With simple design, Avesina is conceptualized easy-
to-understand and  user friendly

2. Full Integrated
Avesina integrates all hospital transactional units, 
so that the information presented is real-time and 
complete.

3. Multi Tariff
 Avesina is designed with different tariff settings 

based on guarantor (insurance) etc.

4. Automatic Notification
 Avesina provides automatic notification (alert) for 

the information needed. Such as: depleting drug 
stocks, patient history exceeding normal limits, etc

5. Security & Privilege
 The security level is designed in layers and the 

access rights settings are adjusted to the authority 
of each username.

6. Efficient
 With the Avesina system, the transactional process 
of a hospital can be carried out more quickly, easily 
and efficiently.

7.  Department of Health Standard Report
Equipped with special features that allows user to 
create report based on Standard of Department of 
Health.

8. Full Customized
     Avesina can be customized according to each user's 

business processes.
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